
PRO

Improved Pricing Options

Our company strives to offer the best pricing available 
to professionals seeking our comprehensive services.  

Facial Imaging Technology

Professionals can now scan facial images to identify 
key characteristics and correlate internal factors.

Enhanced Dermal Outlines

Our Dermal Summary page has been updated to 
provide concise protocol directives for optimal support.

In-Depth Professional Reporting

Upgrade to a comprehensive report detailing foods, 
nutrients and targeted supportive measures. 

Food and Product Charting

Upgrade to a comprehensive report detailing foods, 
nutrients and targeted supportive measures. 

…assess clients onsite or 

through email correspondence

Welcome to…



Tour & Tutorial 

LOGIN

Begin by logging into your 

account at www.dermagrid.com

• Tablet

• Smartphone

• Computer 



me

……..

ACCESS

Enter your username and 

password to LOGIN.



START NEW

SEE SCANS

Use this option to scan a new 

image. 

Use this option to review 

reports from previous scans.



INTAKE FORM

Enter basic information 

regarding your client.  

NOTES:

Demographics are important for the cross-

comparative analysis and stats provided on 

the pro-report.  (Client email is optional.)



ONSITE IMAGE

Take an image onsite with a 

smartphone or tablet camera.

UPLOAD IMAGE

Upload an image sent via email 

or text from your client.



Taking Image

Make sure the dermal or 

facial image is centered 

with high clarity and 

lighting.



SCANNING

Allow 5 minutes to process and 

verify the dermal image.



Center Image

SCAN REJECTED

RETAKE IMAGE

REJECTION

Our Dermal Smart-LOGIC system 

will ensure that a quality 

image is submitted.  

If an image is rejected, 

follow the instructions to 

taking a quality image

COACHING

RETRY

Retake Image will allow you 

to submit another image.



The scanned image is 

illustrated once verified.  

Click to generate the 

dermal outline.

GENERATE



Cleanse

Vitamin B3 (niacin) x2
Vitamin E x1
Selenium x1
Glutathione x4

This section will highlight 

the overall wellness 

direction most supportive 

to the client.

PROTOCOL

ESSENTIALS

This section will highlight 

the key essential nutrients 

identified as optimally 

supportive.

EMPHASIS

The higher the number 

next to each nutrient, 

the more emphasis of 

supportive properties.



Vitamin B3 (niacin) x2
Vitamin E x1
Selenium x1
Glutathione x4

Cleanse

Liver Cleanse Plus
Fiber Max

Liver 
Heavy Metals

PRODUCTS

The best-matched products for 

your client are listed based 

on the generated data.

NOTES:

Products are selected from discretionary 

companies within your account.  You may 

choose 1 or 2 companies to add into your 

database.  To revise these companies, please 

contact our customer support.

HIGHLIGHTER

Key areas of focus are 

emphasized within this section.

DROPDOWNS

Click on identified 

elements for more 

information.



PRO REPORT

For a small fee, upgrade to a 

quantitative pro report. Allow 

up to ONE business day for 

this in-depth image scanning 

process to generate a report.   

EMAIL REPORT

NOTES:

For Pro Report pricing information located 

at www.dermagrid.com, click here. 

To review a sample Pro Report, click here. 

ANALYZER

As part of the Pro Report, 

enter up to 5 products, 

foods, or factors to 

measure the level of 

supportive compatibility 

based on the generated 

results.

Enter your client’s email 

address and send a “client 

version” of the report.

Gluten

Dairy

Hawthorne

Resveratrol

Alpha Lipoic Acid

http://www.dermagrid.com/#!services/cee5
http://www.dermagrid.com/#!report-sample/feyj9

